INDEX OF PLANS

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
PROJECT PLANS FOR CONSTRUCTION ON
STATE HIGHWAY

TO BE SUPPLEMENTED BY STANDARD PLANS DATED 2010

See Title Sheet Example "A" for basic formatting and information not shown on this sheet.

Signature and license seal information shown on the title sheet is the person assigned responsibility for coordinating the effort to produce a complete set of project plans for construction. Depending on the type of project, the person signing the title sheet typically would be a licensed civil engineer, electrical engineer, or landscape architect. See examples on this sheet. Only one signature and license seal is to appear on the title sheet. Title sheet borders with the seal and associated signature information are available in the Caltrans Cell Library (CTCELLIB.cell). For additional signature and seal information, see Section 2-1.6 of the PPM.

NOTES: THE TITLE SHEET SERVES AS A COVER SHEET FOR THE PROJECT. NO ITEMS OF WORK ARE TO BE IDENTIFIED ON THE TITLE SHEET, BECAUSE IT IS NOT CONSIDERED AN ENGINEERING DOCUMENT.

ALL ITEMS OF WORK INCLUDING SHOWING DETAILS OR QUANTITY TABLES ARE TO BE SHOWN ON SUBSEQUENT PLAN SHEETS AND ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LICENSED PERSON SIGNING AND SEALING THE INDIVIDUAL PLAN SHEET.

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL POSSESS THE CLASS OR CLASSES OF LICENSE AS SPECIFIED IN THE "NOTICE TO BIDDERS."

This block is identified as "SIGNED LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT" on sheet border cell (AC=L TITLE).

NOTE: THE PURPOSE OF THE TITLE SHEET IS TO:

- Identify the general location of the project by county or counties on the Title Sheet State Location Map.
- Identify, in words, the specific project location or various locations, referencing known geographic features (Project Description).
- Identify the district, county or counties, route(s) and post miles where construction is to be performed (Project Identification Block).
- Define the project limits of construction and work on each route using station alignment and post miles or only post miles depending on the project.
- Identify all locations of construction.
- Identify the various type of plan sheets for the entire project. Plan sheets listed in Index of Plans.
- Identify the Contract No. and Project ID No.
- Identify the person assigned responsibility for coordinating the effort to produce a complete set of project plans for construction (person whose signature and license information is affixed to the Title Sheet).
- Identify the supervisor of the person signing the Title Sheet in the Design Engineer block.
- Identify the project manager.

The Contractor shall possess the class or classes of license as specified in the "Notice to Bidders."
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